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Density functional theory (DFT) is used to systematically investigate the electronic structure of platinum clusters grown on different graphene substrates. Platinum clusters with 1 to 10 atoms and graphene vacancy defect supports with 0 to 5 missing C atoms are investigated. Calculations show that Pt clusters bind more strongly as the vacancy size increases. For a given defect size, increasing the cluster size leads to more endothermic energy of formation, suggesting a templating effect that limits cluster growth. The opposite trend is observed for defect-free graphene where the formation energy becomes more exothermic with increasing cluster size. Calculations show that oxidation of the defect weakens binding of the Pt cluster, hence it is suggested that oxygen-free graphene supports are critical for successful attachment of Pt to carbon-based substrates. However, once the combined material is formed, oxygen adsorption is more favorable on the cluster than on the support, indicating resistance to oxidative support degradation. Finally, while highly-symmetric defects are found to encourage formation of symmetric Pt clusters, calculations also reveal that cluster stability in this size range mostly depends on the number of and ratio between Pt–C, Pt–Pt, and Pt–O bonds; the actual cluster geometry seems secondary.

1. Introduction

The proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is an important cornerstone in a new mix of technologies for renewable energy production. To date, nanoparticles (NPs) of transition metals (TM), still most notably of platinum, are the most active material class for the electro-catalytic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).[1–3] In PEMFCs, the rate of the cathodic ORR is significantly slower than that of the anodic hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR), hence research efforts focus predominantly on the cathode side. Therein, the key challenge is to maximize the mass activity of the electro-catalyst, which means minimizing the mass loading of expensive and non-earth-abundant transition metals while maximizing their catalytic activity.

To this end, state-of-the-art ORR catalysts are deployed: i) in nanoparticulate form to maximize the catalyst’s surface-to-volume ratio and ii) dispersed on a conductive support. Graphene,[4,5] carbon nanotubes,[6] and carbon black[7] are preferred catalyst support materials due to their high electrical conductivity, large surface area, and resistance to chemical decomposition.[8–10] In general, the measured mass activity increases as the supported NPs become smaller. However, NPs of 2 nm size and smaller are unstable on the support surface and therefore they degrade and lose activity rapidly, rendering them unreliable for practical applications.[11] Degradation mechanisms include ripening processes and agglomeration due to migration and coalescence of small particles.[11–13] In addition, dissolution processes during catalytic reactions and due to interactions with the electrolyte can lead to material loss.[11,14–17]

Recent studies have shown that while TM NPs bind weakly to pristine graphene, defect sites in graphene can serve as anchor points that greatly increase binding strength. Interestingly, this anchoring effect is prominent in particular for small TM clusters, which can fit into defects that are only several atoms wide where they covalently bind to the unsaturated carbon atoms.[4,18] Moreover, several groups were able to show that the support material will not only coordinatively stabilize the clusters, but also modify the reactivity of the resulting combined material.[4,19–22] This effect was investigated for example for Ni,[23,24] Fe,[24,25] Co,[24] and Au[26] clusters adsorbed on graphene supports with vacancies.
While clever use of defect anchoring could lead to a significant reduction of the minimum particle size achievable with supported metal catalysts, recent years have seen this concept taken to its logical conclusion: highly-dispersed single atom catalysts (SACs). Within the last 10 years, SACs have developed from a theoretical concept of an idealized system to a highly-active research field thanks to advances in synthetic methods and because they open access to a wide range of unprecedented reactivity. In terms of important SAC parameters, besides the obvious importance of the embedded element, the influence of the support, too, has come under intense scrutiny; we refer here to a review by Zhuo et al. which summarizes recent computational research on graphene-based supports for SACs in particular.

Of particular interest for the present work are studies which systematically investigated the interactions of clusters of increasing size with supports with increasing vacancy defect size. A plethora of research is available on SACs or double-atom catalysts (DACs) embedded in vacancies consisting of 1 or 2 missing atoms. Interactions with larger clusters have been studied as well, in particular for “magic number” clusters such as Pt$_{13}$. However, only a few studies explored the intermediary cluster size range. One example of such a study is presented by Gao et al. who computationally investigated the growth of nickel NPs consisting of up to ten Ni atoms on graphene supports. The group considered both defect-free and defective graphenes formed by the removal of up to five adjacent C atoms. Notably, the group highlights in particular that the electronic properties of the Ni cluster change significantly with the size and electronic structure of the vacancy defect of the graphene support. Further, the strong anchoring effect could be rationalized by a Ni-carbide formation within the graphene-plane, followed by symmetric cluster growth on both sides of the support plane.

The significant difference between pristine and vacancy-defective graphene with regards to interaction strength with TM adspecies has been reported on several occasions. For example, Ramos–Sanchez and Balbuena as well as Yang et al. found only little evidence of charge transfer from Pt clusters to defect-free graphite and graphene supports. Wang et al. demonstrated that charge transfer from Pt clusters to defect-free carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is also limited but significantly increases when defective CNTs are considered. The electronic effects of the carbon support—and particularly of the vacancy size—on TM clusters therefore cannot be overstated and warrants detailed investigation. This realization partially motivates the present work.

To complete the motivation for this study, we note that computational research into the stability of SACs and small metal clusters on defective carbon supports against oxidation is, to the best of our knowledge, currently under-represented in literature. Oxidative degradation is of particular importance when such materials are used as ORR electro-catalysts. Furthermore, a popular way to synthesize graphene is via Hummer’s method where graphite is fully oxidized to graphene oxide to exfoliate individual sheets before subsequent reduction to graphene. The question then becomes how already-oxidized defects, which potentially remain in the final material from synthesis, will influence the stability of deposited TM clusters.

At first glance, it is evident that fuel cell performance will be negatively affected by carbon oxidation as Pt particles may detach as a result, which decreases the active surface area of the catalyst. The interactions between oxidized graphene and Pt clusters, however, can be favorable under certain conditions. Paradoxically, Wu and Ho show that specific ratios of oxygen to carbon can even lead to an enhancement of the adsorption of Pt$_{13}$ clusters compared to pristine graphene. The electronic effects on the combined material due to the presence of oxygen, too, are non-trivial. For example, Ma et al. investigated the interactions between small Pt clusters and graphene supports with high or low degree of oxidation. The group specifically investigated the effects of oxygen-based functional groups on the charge transfer to the Pt cluster, which they found to be maximized in cases where the cluster was in contact with both C atoms and O functional groups at the same time. We are therefore convinced that any study into the activity of TM/ graphene combined materials as ORR catalysts also needs to consider the effects of support oxidation.

The focus of the present work is to use DFT calculations to systematically investigate the stability and electronic properties of Pt clusters of increasing size ($n_{Pt} = 1$–10) brought into contact with defective graphene supports which contain vacancies of increasing size ($x_{defect} = 1$–5 C atoms). This investigation is performed in oxygen-free conditions as well as for systems where either the vacancy or the Pt cluster is oxidized. Finally, the calculated trends are discussed with regards to experimental conditions during synthesis and operando stability of the combined material.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Interaction of Pt Clusters with Non-Oxidized Graphene Supports

Due to the strong influence of the presence of vacancies in carbon support materials on adsorbed metal NPs and thus on the catalytic properties of the system, it is assumed that the support also plays a key role in the growth of platinum clusters. To investigate the impact of graphene sheet sizes with $x \leq 5$ vacancy defects serving as substrate models (see Figure S1, Supporting Information) on the interaction with Pt particles, DFT calculations are performed. We successively construct Pt clusters with up to $n = 10$ Pt atoms on each of the graphene supports with and without vacancies to model the adsorbed Pt NPs.

The binding energy values are calculated using Equation (1) based on the optimized adsorption configurations with the lowest total energy. The results are summarized in Figure 1. Increasing the size of Pt clusters adsorbed on graphene models with C vacancy defects leads to a decrease in binding energy per atom. The binding energy asymptotically approaches the Pt bulk cohesive energy, which we calculated to be 5.49 eV atom$^{-1}$ (exp: 5.85 eV atom$^{-1}$), as the ratio of bulk to surface atoms increases with increasing cluster size.

In addition to the Pt–Pt bonds, the Pt atoms that form σ-bonds with C atoms contribute to the total binding energy. This Pt–C σ-interaction results from the presence of vacancies in graphene leading to dangling C–C σ-bonds.
Due to the strong Pt–C σ-bonds, as indicated by the adsorption energy values of a single Pt atom on the different defective graphene supports (5.1–8.3 eV; see Table S1, Supporting Information), initial cluster growth occurs always directly at the defect site.

For all Pt configurations, asymmetric Pt cluster growth on one side of the (defective) graphene layer is calculated to be most stable (see Figure S2, Supporting Information). Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the Pt cluster with up to ten Pt atoms on the highly symmetric d4 graphene support as an example, forming an inverted pyramid with the tip anchored in the defect. All other defective graphene structures do not exhibit such symmetry but show a localized spin density associated with higher reactivity around the vacancy (see Figure S3, Supporting Information). As a result, the Pt clusters grown on less symmetric defects (compared to d4) also exhibit less symmetric structures in their lowest-energy configurations. This result seems to emphasize the templating effect of the defects, not only with regards to the size of the cluster that is easily accommodated but also with regards to which shape that cluster grows into. The structures of all Pt10 clusters on the defective supports are illustrated in Figure 3.

For Ni, it was found that clusters prefer to grow symmetrically on both sides of the defective graphene sheet,22 such configurations are found to be less stable than asymmetrically grown clusters in the case of Pt. These different cluster arrangements are most likely the result of differences between the cohesive energy of fcc-Pt and fcc-Ni. In the case of nickel, the cohesive energy is calculated to be 4.61 eV atom−1.[23] (exp: 4.44 eV atom−1),[35] while platinum has a calculated cohesive energy of 5.49 eV atom−1 (exp: 5.85 eV atom−1). The formation of Pt–Pt bonds is therefore energetically more favorable than formation of Ni–Ni bonds which results in a preference for asymmetric cluster growth in the case of Pt.

For defect sizes corresponding to three or more missing C atoms, a single Pt atom is directly embedded in the graphene layer (see Figure S2, Supporting Information). In the case of smaller defects, Pt atoms prefer to accumulate on top of the graphene layer. This change in binding geometry affects the stability of the resulting graphene-cluster system. To illustrate this trend, Figure 1 shows the binding energy per Pt atom as a function of the adsorbed Pt cluster size for graphene supports with 0 to 5 defects.

Several noteworthy trends emerge from this analysis. First, the binding energy per atom becomes more exothermic as the number of defects increases. This trend is mostly independent of the Pt cluster size except for the smallest cluster sizes (n = 1, 2) where the cluster stability is reduced for the largest defects (d4 and d5). This can be attributed to a size mismatch between the smallest clusters and the largest defects. Furthermore, the deviation is stronger in the case of d4 than for d5. An explanation for the exceptional behavior of the d4 defect can be found in the electronic structure of the d4 system: spin density analysis of this system (see Figure S3, Supporting Information) indicates that unlike for any other system, the d4 defect is fully delocalized over the entire model system, thereby stabilizing the defect significantly. By comparison, the spin density distribution of the other defect systems is rather localized around the vacancy.

Second, focusing on clusters with n > 2, the binding energy increases in distinct steps as a function of the number of

Figure 1. Binding energy $E_b$ in eV per Pt atom for the growth of Pt$_n$ clusters on graphene supports with various vacancy defects d$_n$, resulting from the removal of x ≤ 5 C atoms (solid lines). For comparison, the dashed lines show the binding energy values of the energy-minimized atomic configurations resulting from Pt clusters formed during systematic growth on the unoxidized graphene supports transferred onto the oxidized defective graphene models.

Figure 2. Configurations of the growth of Pt$_n$ clusters with n ≤ 10 Pt atoms on a d4 graphene sheet resulting from the removal of 4 C atoms.
defects. The binding energy on d₁ and d₂ is significantly larger than on d₀ due to the initial presence of unsaturated C bonds which interact more strongly with Pt atoms compared to d₀ where interactions take place between d-orbitals of the Pt atoms and the π-system of graphene. Another distinct jump in E₀ is observed for d₁ and d₄ which are large enough to accommodate a Pt atom within the graphene plane, thereby introducing more Pt–C bonds. Finally, the last jump is observed for d₅ where more than one Pt atom can potentially be located within the graphene plane.

Third, for the defect systems d₁ to d₅, E₀: i) continuously reduces with increasing Pt cluster size and ii) is converged upon reaching a cluster size of Pt₁₀. For the defect-free d₀ system, a continuous increase of E₀ is observed with increasing cluster size and convergence is not yet observed upon reaching Pt₁₀. These trends therefore seem to suggest a templating effect of the graphene defects which limits the size of clusters that are most favorable to form on these systems. On the other hand, Pt clusters on defect-free graphene are thermodynamically favored to grow to larger sizes. This difference in behavior is most likely a result of the competition between formation of Pt–C and Pt–Pt bonds on defective systems whereas growth is almost exclusively driven by formation of Pt–Pt bonds on the defect-free support.

2.2. Electronic Structure Analysis of the Graphene–Pt-Cluster Combined Material

The strong binding between the non-oxidized platinum clusters and the defective carbon sheets is further analyzed with respect to the electronic structure of the combined material. At the graphene–metal interface, charge-density-difference analysis shows a significant redistribution of charge, suggesting bond formation between the Pt cluster and the support (see Figure S4, Supporting Information). Consistent with the spin density analysis and in accordance with previous literature, Bader charge analysis quantitatively shows that Pt atoms further away from the graphene layer are electron-rich - that is, carrying negative partial charge - while those at the Pt cluster/graphene interface show positive values, indicating charge transfer to the graphene support (see Figure S4, Supporting Information).

Figure S5, Supporting Information, shows the sum of Bader charges on all Pt atoms as a function of the Pt cluster size on d₀ to d₅ vacancy defect systems. The sum of Bader charges oscillates with increasing Pt cluster size on the same support. For defect-free graphene, the sum of Bader charges is zero on average, indicating that no significant charge transfer takes place. For d₁ to d₅, on average the sum of Bader charges on the Pt cluster increases with the size of the defect. A point of saturation is reached for the d₀ defect at which point ~0.4 e⁻ are transferred to the support in total. This number remains approximately the same for larger defects and does not strongly depend on the size of the Pt cluster. This analysis indicates that charge transfer to the graphene support is mainly governed by the electronic structure of the (defective) graphene support and less by the size of the Pt cluster. Therefore, if the goal is to tune the electronic structure of a graphene–Pt-cluster combined material toward being more nucleophilic or electrophilic, changing the vacancy defect structure of the graphene support will result in more significant changes in reactivity compared to changing the cluster size in the size range computed in this study.

2.3. Stability of Pt Clusters on Oxidized Graphene Supports

Studies on the adsorption of a Pt₁₁ cluster on pristine graphene and graphene oxide with a specific oxygen to carbon ratio show, according to literature, that specific O/C proportions can lead to an increase in cluster adsorption strength.[29] In this section, the influence of the presence of oxygen in defective graphene substrates dₓ (x ≤ 5) for Ptₙ clusters of different sizes (n ≤ 10) is investigated. The binding energy of Pt clusters is studied as a function of the degree of oxidation of the defects (dashed lines in Figure 1). The number of oxygen atoms was chosen so that all carbon five-membered rings around the vacancies were saturated (see Figure S6, Supporting Information). All platinum clusters formed during systematic growth on the oxygen-free graphene supports were placed on the oxidized defective graphene models and the resulting atomic configurations were energy-minimized.

The dashed lines in Figure 1 illustrate that fully oxidizing the defects results in a homogenization of the binding energy values, with all systems showing E₀ trends following that of the d₀ system rather than that of the non-oxidized parent systems. Since oxygen saturates all C-sp² orbitals, strong Pt–C bonds cannot be formed and the binding energy values of the Pt clusters on all oxidized defects is approximately equal to the binding energy of the Pt clusters on defect-free non-oxidized graphene.

In order to quantify the impact of oxidation on the binding energy of Pt clusters further, E₀ was calculated as a function of increasing number of oxygen atoms located in the various defects (see Figures S7 and S8, Supporting Information). In general, the trend shows that the cluster binding energy systematically reduces as the degree of oxidation of the tested vacancy defect models increases, with oxygen-free surfaces showing the strongest binding. These trends suggest that saturation of dangling C bonds with oxygen leaves those bonds unable to form Pt–C bonds. The formation of Pt–C bonds is

Figure 3. Configurations of Pt₁₀ clusters on graphene sheets with various defect sizes (d₀–d₅).
therefore shown to stabilize Pt clusters support material interactions more strongly than formation of C–O–Pt bonds.

**Figure 4a** illustrates the effect of increasing oxidation exemplary for the d4 graphene system while **Figure 4b** confirms this trend for d3 systems. In both cases, the binding energy of clusters with more than two Pt atoms is most similar to the trend obtained for defect-free graphene (d0). On a defective d3 graphene surface with a single oxygen atom, the Pt clusters are less strongly bound to the support by up to 0.8 eV per Pt atom. The doubly-oxidized graphene supports show a 0.26 eV per Pt atom weaker bonding between the Pt clusters and the surface at cluster sizes above n = 7 compared to the singly-oxidized support.

The results shown in Figures 1 and 4 were obtained by placing the converged Pt cluster configurations obtained on oxygen-free systems onto the oxidized models and subsequent energy minimization. To investigate if clusters will form differently on a previously oxidized support, Pt atoms were also added consecutively to the d4 model and energy-minimized after each addition. Figure S9, Supporting Information, compares the results of the stepwise approach with the results of the ad hoc addition and subsequent energy-minimization of pre-formed clusters shown in Figure 4a.

Even though the optimized cluster configurations were indeed found to be different for the stepwise and the ad hoc addition approach, the resulting $E_b$ ultimately did not vary significantly. The deviation is below 0.17 eV per Pt atom for systems with $n \geq 4$ Pt atoms. This result indicates that cluster stability is predominantly determined by the number of Pt–Pt, Pt–C, and Pt–O bonds rather than the exact cluster geometry. We expect that this trend is only valid for small clusters. As soon as NPs become large enough to express defined surface facets, the stability of the particle will strongly depend on the type of facet and, therefore, on the NP structure.

### 2.4. Competition between Oxidation of Cluster and Support

Based on the result that Pt cluster adhesion is significantly reduced on an oxidized defective graphene support, the question arises whether a graphene–Pt-cluster combined material previously synthesized under oxygen-free conditions remains stable when brought into contact with oxygen afterward, for example when used as an ORR catalyst. To examine this question, the relative stability of oxygen atoms adsorbed at different sites on the model system is compared.

We find that for the present model systems, spin density analysis can be used to predict the most reactive sites on the model systems for those cases where calculations converged to a solution with a net spin purus. In the case of the non-oxidized graphene-cluster combined model systems, we consistently find surplus spin density localized on the Pt atoms farthest away from the graphene surface. Screening of adsorption sites with oxygen atoms confirms that these sites, indeed, give rise to the most exothermic adsorption energy.

**Figure 5** illustrates this circumstance for a Pt10@d4 system (Figure 5a), where the spin density analysis (Figure 5b) indicates that the topmost Pt atoms should be most reactive. **Figure 5c** shows the most stable oxygen adsorption position which is in agreement with the spin density prediction. In general, calculations show that corner atoms of inverted pyramid cluster configurations are most favorable for oxygen adsorption (see Figures S10 and S11, Supporting Information).

**Figure 6a** shows the adsorption energy of a single oxygen atom on the Pt10 cluster and in the graphene vacancy defect d4 as a function of the size of the vacancy ($x = 0$–5). Graphene supports with $x = 3$ or 4 missing C atoms represent special cases where the oxygen atom adsorbs with approximately the same strength regardless whether the oxygen binds to the platinum cluster or in the defect. The reason for this behavior is likely the result of the interplay of specific cluster geometry and defect size. Depending on the geometry and anchoring of the platinum clusters in the oxidized defect, stabilizing Pt–O bonds can form under specific conditions. These bonds are formed in the Pt10 systems based on the single oxidized d3 and d4 graphene supports, thereby stabilizing the system (see Figure S12, Supporting Information). On the other hand, the oxygen atom is isolated and does not interact with the platinum cluster on the supports with $x = 1$, 2, and 5 missing C atoms, which leads to less favorable oxygen adsorption energetics. This result is in
agreement with literature reports detailing that specific O/C ratios give rise to increased binding strength of a Pt$_{13}$ cluster.\(^{[29]}\)

In Section 2.3, results were established that suggested that Pt clusters are bound more weakly if the defective graphene support has been oxidized before clusters are introduced. The results presented in this section now suggest that the oxidation of the platinum cluster is usually more favorable than the oxidation of the vacancy defect.

Figure 6b shows the oxygen adsorption energy on the Pt cluster and in the defect as a function of the cluster size and a constant vacancy defect size $d_2$ (gray) and $d_4$ (red). For the $d_2$ support, adsorption of an oxygen atom on the Pt cluster appears to be more stable for $n \geq 2$ Pt atoms. The same trend can be found for $d_4$ graphene, with a few exceptions in this particular case. For Pt$_{13}$ and Pt$_{11}$ as well as Pt$_{10}$ and Pt$_{12}$ clusters on $d_4$ graphene, oxidation of the Pt cluster and oxidation of the defect are similarly favorable. We assume that this behavior is related to the delocalized charge density illustrated in Figure S3, Supporting Information. However, in order to be able to describe exactly why the oxygen adsorption at certain cluster sizes is energetically degenerate, regardless of whether the oxygen atom adsorbs on the cluster or in the defect, further simulations have to be performed.

In summary, Figure 6b illustrates that in most cases the presence of oxygen does not lower the binding energy of the platinum cluster on graphene since the adsorption of oxygen on the cluster is preferred. The notable exception to this trend is the $d_4$ defect where for specific cluster sizes, oxygen adsorption on the cluster and in the defect is similarly favorable.

3. Conclusion

In summary, investigations of Pt$_n$ cluster growth with $n \leq 10$ platinum atoms on perfect and defective graphene sheets reveal asymmetric cluster growth on only one side of the support, in contrast to literature reports for Ni cluster growth on defective graphene.\(^{[23]}\) The binding energy values of Pt$_n$ clusters on various support materials $d_x$ with $x \leq 5$ removed C atoms were obtained using DFT calculations. Larger defects in the graphene supports result in stronger bonding between the platinum cluster and the support. For the same vacancy size and increasing Pt cluster size, we calculate that the binding energy reduces systematically. On the other hand, the binding energy of clusters of increasing size on defect-free graphene systematically increases. We therefore conclude that vacancy defects seem to have a templating effect that can limit the size of Pt clusters growing on them while pristine graphene promotes continuous growth. Bader charge analysis shows that charge accumulation on the cluster mainly depends on the size of
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*Figure 5.* Prediction of the oxygen adsorption position on a) a Pt$_{10}$@$d_4$ cluster b) using the spin density analysis for an indication of the most reactive site in the cluster where c) the oxygen atom (red) binds energetically most stable.
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*Figure 6.* Adsorption energy $E_{\text{adi}}$ (eV) of oxygen atoms a) on the Pt$_{10}$ clusters on graphene supports with various vacancy defects ($d_2$–$d_5$) (solid black line) and b) on Pt$_n$ clusters with $n \leq 12$ Pt atoms on a $d_2$ (solid gray line) and a $d_4$ (solid red line) graphene support. For comparison, the dashed lines show the oxygen adsorption energy on the corresponding defective support at the interface between the $d_x$ graphene support and the Pt cluster.
defects of the support and less on the number of Pt atoms in the cluster. Hence, to change the reactivity of the combined material, changing the support should be given higher priority than changing the cluster size.

Stepwise oxidation of the vacancy defects leads to systematic reduction of the binding energy of Pt clusters. Cluster binding energy results calculated for fully oxidized defects are similar to those obtained for defect-free non-oxidized graphene, indicating that Pt–C bonds contribute more strongly to the stabilization of Pt clusters on the support than the Pt–O–C bonds which form when vacancies are oxidized.

This result has significant implications guiding experimental efforts to synthesize such combined materials: because $E_b$ of the Pt clusters is significantly reduced on oxidized defects, and because the $E_b$ trend is reversed for the fully oxidized defects compared to the non-oxidized parent systems (that is, increase of $E_b$ with cluster size rather than reduction), we suggest that oxygen-free synthesis conditions and graphene educts are key to generate materials where small-sized Pt clusters are strongly bound to the vacancy graphene substrate. This suggestion also implies that wet-chemical synthesis methods such as Hummer’s method, where graphene is fully oxidized to exfoliate graphene oxide sheets before subsequent reduction to graphene,[33] should be avoided to reduce the risk of oxidized vacancy defects in the material.

Furthermore, we find that oxygen adsorption on top of the platinum cluster is usually more stable compared to adsorption on the defect. This trend is not dependent of the size of the defect or the platinum cluster and can be predicted using spin density analysis. We therefore conclude that once the combined material has been successfully synthesized in an oxygen-free environment, oxidative degradation should be impeded because oxidation of the cluster is more favorable. This result indicates that such Pt/C combined materials are interesting ORR catalyst candidates. The notable exception to this trend is the $d_z^2$ support for which oxidation of Pt clusters and oxidation of the support are in competition in the case of specific cluster sizes. We attribute this exceptional behavior to the unique electronic structure of this defect which results from its high symmetry compared to the other tested defect systems.

Finally, we note that the formation energy of Pt clusters on defective graphene substrates in the size range studied in this work mostly depends on the number and ratio between Pt–C, Pt–Pt, and Pt–O bonds; the specific cluster geometry is secondary. While in the present work the aim was to investigate the interaction between platinum catalyst and the underlying support, where solvation effects are expected to be less relevant, this is certainly not the case for any catalytic process occurring on the catalyst surface itself. In our previous studies on the ORR on platinum,[37,38] we could clearly quantify the strong impact of solvation. Thus, in our future works that will concentrate on the reaction mechanisms on the supported platinum catalysts the impact of the water surrounding will certainly be taken into account.

4. Computational Section

All periodic DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP), version 6.2.0.[39–42] To represent valence electrons, the smooth parts of the wave functions are expanded according to the VASP code in a plane wave basis set with an energy limit of 600 eV; see Figure S13, Supporting Information, for detailed convergence test results. To describe the influence of inner electrons, the projector-augmented wave method (PAW)[43,44] was used. The spin-polarized exchange correlation functional by Perdew, Burke, and Enzerhof (PBE) within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was used for the simulations.[45,46] To rule out interactions beyond the periodic boundary conditions, convergence tests and a spin density analysis (see Figures S14 and S3, Supporting Information) of the graphene model confirmed the sufficiency of 7 × 7 supercells with 98 atoms assuming a non-defective graphene sheet. The length of the graphene C–C bond at equilibrium is determined to be 1.425 Å from which model systems are constructed. A vacuum region of ~29 Å separates the periodic images in the vertical $z$-direction. For these large systems, evaluation in real space is used for the projection operators. All calculations are performed using a converged $3 × 3 × 1$ Γ-centered $k$-point mesh; see Figure S15, Supporting Information, for detailed convergence test results. To accelerate convergence of the self-consistent optimization of the wave function, a Gaussian smearing with a smearing width of 0.01 eV is used. Once the difference in total energy is below $e−5$ eV, the electronic self-consistent field is considered converged. The atomic coordinates are relaxed until the norms of all forces fall below $5 × 10^{-3}$ eV Å$^{-1}$. The limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (LBFGS) algorithm, as implemented in the transition state tools for VASP (VTST) by the Henkelman group, is used for structural relaxation.

For a Pt cluster adsorbed on graphene, the binding energy $E_b$ is referenced to the energy of the corresponding graphene support $E_{\text{graphene}}$ and the number $n$ of isolated Pt atoms with total energy $E_{\text{Pt,isolated}}$. In the particular cluster:

$$E_b = -(E_{\text{Pt,isolated}} - E_{\text{graphene}} - nE_{\text{Pt,isolated}})/n$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $E_{\text{Pt,isolated}}$ represents the total energy of the bound Pt/ graphene system. Analogous calculations are performed for the binding energy of Pt clusters on oxidized graphene substrates, where $E_{\text{Pt,isolated}}$ is replaced by $E_{\text{Pt,isolated/O}}$ and $E_{\text{graphene}}$ is replaced by $E_{\text{graphene/O}}$.

Finally, the oxygen adsorption energy $E_{\text{ads}}$ is defined as

$$E_{\text{ads}} = E_{\text{Pt,isolated/O}} - E_{\text{Pt,isolated}} - \frac{1}{2}E_{O_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E_{O_2}$ is the total energy of an isolated oxygen molecule.
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